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a b s t r a c t

Mechanical metamaterials/meta-structures with bistability/multi-stability are of great potential use in
engineering applications ranging from shape reconfiguration to impact mitigation. Current designs
are mainly based on typical 2D bistable components with two stable states, thus having limited
deformation amplitude and stiffness tunability. Here in this paper we propose an innovative 3D
modular bistable meta-structure based on two different types of mechanisms with partially compatible
motion ranges, which have two distinct ranges of low-stiffness mechanism motion where the two
based-mechanisms are kinematically compatible, separated by high-stiffness structural deformation
due to the incompatibility between the motion of base-mechanisms. By setting up the mechanism
kinematics model and structure mechanics model, we are capable of programming the detailed ranges
of mechanism motion and structural deformation, even to obtain a stable state for the meta-structure,
while the stiffness transition can also be fine-tuned by adjusting the geometric parameters and hinge
stiffness. This work is expected to introduce the concept of multi-stable mechanism as well as open
a new revenue for the design of 3D modular metamaterials with customized multi-stability.

© 2021 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Mechanical metamaterials are a type of artificial materials that
an exhibit unusual mechanical properties beyond the ranges
f natural materials determined by the patterned microstruc-
ures instead of the constituent materials [1–3]. By purposely
ngineered deformation of the microstructures, novel functionali-
ies including negative Poisson’s ratio [4–11], negative compress-
bility [12,13], compression–torsion coupling [14,15], adjustable
tiffness [16], and ultra-high specific stiffness [17,18] have been
chieved. Moreover, metamaterials with bi/multi-stability [19–
1] have received increasing attention due to their great ap-
lication potential in autonomous actuation [22], impact miti-
ation [23], and shape reconfiguration [24]. To obtain multiple
table points, researchers usually employ bistable structures to
uild 2D or 3D metamaterials, among which is the classic angled
eam [20,25,26]. Based on a similar principle, planar quadrilateral
tructures with two geometrically compatible configurations [19,
7–29] and straw structures [23] have also been designed to real-
ze bistability. Such designs generally require that the constituent
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materials undergo large strain without failure, thus limiting the
achievable deformation amplitude and reconfigurability.

The limitations of the bistable-structure-based metamaterials
could potentially be overcome by a mechanism-based design
strategy. Depending on the form, mechanism-based metamate-
rials include origami metamaterials [30–33] folded out of thin
sheet materials and modular metamaterials constructed by an
assembly of hinged blocks [34–39]. Different from structures,
mechanisms usually have a definite deformation mode with zero
or very low energy, governed by the kinematically compatible
path which can be analytically derived. This enables not only
large deformation and qualitative planning/prediction of the de-
formation path but also quantitative programming of the associ-
ated mechanical properties. Nevertheless, the single input from
hinge rotation renders a monotonically increasing energy land-
scape without bistability. Attempts have been made to induce
self-locking [40,41] and stiffness transition [42,43] in origami
metamaterials to enrich the material properties, but little work
has been conducted on modular metamaterials.

In this paper, we propose a new strategy to incorporate the
advantages of structure-based and mechanism-based metamate-
rials, and design a 3D modular bistable meta-structure, which is
composed of two types of mechanisms with partially compatible
motion ranges, to achieve continuous mechanism motion and
bistability in a single design. We first conduct a kinematic analysis
on the meta-structure and derive the geometric condition for

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.eml.2021.101584
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he meta-structure to have two kinematically compatible mo-
ion ranges separated by an incompatible one. Subsequently, we
uild a mechanics model to demonstrate that the meta-structure
eforms in a mechanism mode with large deformation and low
tiffness in the compatible ranges, and in a structure mode with
igh stiffness and bistability in the incompatible range. We also
alidate the theoretical model by experiments and discuss the
ffects of design parameters on the mechanical properties of the
eta-structure in detail. Finally, we give a concluding remark to
nd the paper.

. Geometry and kinematics

As shown in Fig. 1(a), the proposed meta-structure is an as-
embly of sixth-order rotational symmetry composed of three
ub-assemblies: a top one, a bottom one, and a perimeter one.
his assembly can tessellate in a honeycomb pattern by sharing a
ommon perimeter sub-assembly with its neighbors in one plane
nd tessellate by stacking perpendicular to said plane. The top
nd bottom sub-assemblies are identical, each containing a reg-
lar hexagonal block and two kinds of regular triangular blocks
otaling twelve. The six outer triangular blocks have the same
ide length as the central hexagonal blocks, noted as a, while
he six inner ones have side length b. The perimeter contains
welve regular triangular blocks with side length c and twenty-
our cuboids with side lengths c and e. The height of all the blocks
is d. Therefore the meta-structure can be parameterized by five
independent geometric design parameters, a, b, c, d, e. All the
locks are connected at the edges by hinges.
To understand the deformation features of the meta-structure,
kinematic analysis is first performed on its sub-assemblies.

rom the perspective of mechanism, the top and bottom sub-
ssemblies can be considered as a network of six rotationally-
oupled planar 4R linkages, each of which is formed by four rigid
inks connected by four revolute joints, as shown in Fig. 1(b). It
as one degree of freedom (DOF) characterized by the kinematic
ariable θ , ranging from 0◦ to 180◦. The outer radius of the top
nd bottom can be calculated geometrically

e (θ) =

√
3a2 + 2

√
3ab sin θ + b2 (1)

The normalized radius Re/a is drawn against θ also in Fig. 1(b)
under the condition that a = b, which shows that during motion
Re/a first rises then reduces to the same value. Only 0◦

≤θ≤90◦ is
considered as the kinematics in the range 90◦

≤ θ≤180◦ are a mir-
ror image of those in the range 0◦

≤θ≤90◦, which is determined
by the motion of planar 4R linkages.

Similarly, the perimeter sub-assembly is composed of six pla-
nar 4R linkages and six Sarrus linkages [44] connected by com-
mon links, see Fig. 1(c). Both types of linkages have one DOF and
share an identical kinematic variable ϕ varying from 0◦ to 90◦.
Therefore the perimeter is also single DOF, and the inner radius
can also be obtained as

Rp (ϕ) = 2d sinϕ + 2e cosϕ (2)

The height of the perimeter sub-assembly, also the height of
the meta-structure, is

H (ϕ) = 2d + 2e sinϕ (3)

By assigning d = e, it can be seen from Fig. 1(c) that the nor-
malized radius Rp/e also goes through an increase–decrease pro-
cess, whereas the normalized height H/e increases monotonously
with ϕ. Also, note that all the three parameters are independent
of side length c.

When the three sub-assemblies move independently, their
radii can reach any value calculated by the equations. When
2

they are assembled, since the top and bottom are attached inside
the perimeter, the following kinematic compatibility condition
should apply

Re (θ) = Rp (ϕ) (4)

Substituting Eqs. (1) and (2) into (4)√
3a2 + 2

√
3ab sin θ + b2 = 2d sinϕ + 2e cosϕ (5)

Consider the simplest case a = b = c = d = e and choose
ϕ as the input of the meta-structure, it is found that Eq. (5) has
real solutions only when 0◦

≤ϕ≤30◦ or 60◦
≤ϕ≤90◦ as drawn in

Fig. 1(d), when the meta-structure is kinematically compatible
and moves as a mechanism with one DOF. At ϕ = 30◦ and 60◦,
Re/a reaches its maxima Re,max/a =

√
3 + 1. When 30◦<ϕ<60◦,

there exists a difference in radii between the top/bottom and the
perimeter sub-assemblies. The largest difference, denoted as the
incompatibility ratio ∆Rmax = Rp,max − Re,max, can be used as
an indicator of the degree of kinematic incompatibility. Within
this range, the meta-structure is no longer able to move as a
mechanism, and structural deformation other than hinge rotation
has to occur to overcome the difference in radii. Theoretically,
when the meta-structure deforms in the compatible ranges, the
strain energy coming only from hinge rotation is very low, zero
if the hinges have zero rotational stiffness. When the meta-
structure transits between the two compatible ranges, on the
other hand, large strain energy would be generated, thereby cre-
ating bistability. This transition in kinematic compatibility thus
lays the foundation of the bistable behavior of the meta-structure.

The kinematic compatibility of the meta-structure is regulated
by the geometric design parameters, leading to a variety of de-
signs with different behaviors. It is known from Eqs. (1) and (2)
that the maximum of Re/a is determined by b/a, whereas that
of Rp/a by both d/a and e/a. If we keep b/a = d/a = 1 and
increase e/a to

(√
3 + 1

)
/2, the meta-structure still undergoes

compatible–incompatible–compatible transition. But the compat-
ible range with smaller ϕ shrinks to a single point as shown
in Fig. 2(a) as increasing e/a raises the Rp/a curve. By further
ncreasing d/a to

(√
3 + 1

)
/2, the other compatible range is also

reduced to a point as seen in Fig. 2(b), turning the meta-structure
into a conventional bistable structure.

Moreover, we can also completely eliminate one compati-
ble range, and thus create meta-structures with incompatible–
compatible transition such as that in Fig. 2(c) which has b/a = 1,
d/a = 0.8, e/a = 1.2, or compatible–incompatible transition
such as that in Fig. 2(d) which has b/a = 1, d/a = 1.2,
e/a = 0.8. Notice that in both cases, the meta-structure can still
bear bistable behavior. But at one of the stable states, the meta-
structure is strained. When a small b/a is combined with large d/a
and e/a, Rp/a can be always larger than Re/a, leading to a meta-
structure that is always incompatible. In other words, the three
sub-assemblies cannot be assembled in a strain-free manner. An
example of such meta-structure with b/a = 0.5 and d/a = e/a =

1.2 is presented in Fig. 2(e). Of course, it is also possible that the
compatibility condition is always satisfied during motion, such as
when b/a = 1, d/a = 0.8, and e/a = 0.8. In this case, the meta-
structure behaves as a pure mechanism, and the change in radius
can be described by the curve in Fig. 1(b).

To summarize, the meta-structure can have five compatibil-
ity conditions, i.e., always compatible, compatible–incompatible–
compatible, compatible–incompatible, incompatible–compatible,
and always incompatible. The ranges of all the five conditions
when b/a, d/a, and e/a vary from 0 to 2 are shown in Fig. 2(f), and
the detailed derivation is presented in supplementary material
Section 1. To illustrate the effects of geometric parameters on the
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Fig. 1. (a) Design and geometric parameters of the meta-structure, (b) normalized radius of the top and bottom sub-assemblies Re/a with respective to kinematic
variable θ , (c) normalized radius Rp/e and height H/e of the perimeter sub-assembly with respect to kinematic variable ϕ, (d) compatible and incompatible ranges
of the meta-structure with six representative configurations at 0◦ , 15◦ , 30◦ , 60◦ , 75◦ , and 90◦ .
compatibility of the meta-structure, Fig. 2(g-i) show 27 curves
associated with b/a = 0.5, 1, 1.5, d/a = 0.8, 1, 1.2, and e/a = 0.8,
1, 1.2. Since the radius of the top and bottom sub-assemblies is
only related to b/a according to Eq. (1), the achievable range of
3

Re/a is fixed in each figure. In general, d/a and e/a have similar
effects, i.e., increasing either will raise the Rp/a curve, leading to
a reduced compatible range and an enlarged incompatibility ratio.
Increasing b/a, on the other hand, enlarges the range of achievable
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Fig. 2. Compatibility conditions of the meta-structure. (a) compatible–incompatible–compatible with a compatible state and a compatible range, (b) compatible–
ncompatible–compatible with two separate compatible states, (c) incompatible–compatible, (d) compatible–incompatible, (e) always incompatible, and (f-i) variation
in compatibility when (f) 0<b/a<2, 0<d/a<2, 0<e/a<2, (g) b/a = 0.5, d/a = 0.8, 1, 1.2, e/a = 0.8, 1, 1.2, (h) b/a = 1, d/a = 0.8, 1, 1.2, e/a = 0.8, 1, 1.2, (i) b/a = 1.5,
d/a = 0.8, 1, 1.2, e/a = 0.8, 1, 1.2.
t

Re/a and moves it upward, resulting in a reduced incompatibility
ratio.

Finally, the incompatibility ratio can also be derived as follows

∆Rmax

=

⎧⎨⎩
0, when d2 + e2 ≤

1
4

(√
3a + b

)2
−

√
3a − b + 2

√
d2 + e2, when d2 + e2 >

1
4

(√
3a + b

)2
(6)

rom which it can also be found out that reducing b/a or increas-
ng d/a and e/a leads to a larger incompatibility ratio.
 t

4

3. Deformation mechanics

We have so far demonstrated through a kinematic analysis
that by adjusting the geometric design parameters, the proposed
meta-structure is able to transit between two compatible ranges
through an incompatible range in between, thereby generating a
bistable behavior. In this section, we will build a mechanics model
for the meta-structure to unveil its real deformation path and
mechanical properties quantitatively. To simplify the theoretical
modeling, the following assumptions are made:

(i) Assumption of deformability. The blocks are much stiffer than
he hinges and therefore considered to be rigid. The hinges, on
he other hand, may undergo rotation and uniaxial stretching to
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ccommodate the compatible and incompatible deformation of
he meta-structure.

ii) Assumption of symmetry. During deformation, all the three
sub-assemblies maintain six-fold rotational symmetry. In addi-
tion, the perimeter is also symmetric about the vertical plane in
Fig. 1(c).

(iii) Assumption of angle preservation. During deformation, the re-
ationship of hinge rotation angles in an individual sub-assembly
s not changed by hinge tension, and can be calculated from the
inematic analysis. However, the correlation between the top and
ottom kinematic variable θ and the perimeter kinematic variable

ϕ does not necessarily satisfy Eq. (5), but has to be determined
through mechanics analysis.

(iv) Assumption of hinge strain energy. The strain energies of the
meta-structure coming from hinge rotation and that from hinge
stretching are independent of each other, and the total strain
energy is the summation of both. The rotational strain energy
is determined by the hinge rotation angles and the rotational
stiffness kR which is a constant. And the tensile strain energy is
obtained from the distance between the two edges of the blocks
that are originally colinear, together with a constant tensile stiff-
ness kT. It should be mentioned that in this assumption we
neglect the coupling of hinge rotation and stretching to simplify
the theoretical analysis. The validity of this depends on the spe-
cific hinge design. We shall demonstrate later in the experimental
validation that the coupling effect of the hinges in the physical
specimens is not prominent and can be ignored without causing
a large error.

Using the above assumptions, we can derive the strain energy
of the meta-structure through a combination of energy method
and force analysis. It is not difficult to know that for all of the
three sub-assemblies, hinge tension leads to an increase in radius.
From the viewpoint of energy, only the component with a smaller
radius need to stretch its hinges to bridge the incompatibility
ratio ∆Rmax should it exist, since the total energy is minimum
this way. The kinematic analysis indicates that the radius of the
perimeter is either equal to that of the top and bottom when
compatible or larger when incompatible. This implies that the
hinges in the perimeter do not need to stretch during the entire
deformation process. Those in the top and bottom, on the other
hand, could undergo both hinge rotation and tension to match
the size of the perimeter.

We still start from the perimeter sub-assembly with an initial
energy-free configuration ϕ0. When it is deformed to cause an
angle rotation ∆ϕ, the rotations of all the hinges on the perimeter
can be obtained from the previous kinematic analysis. Conse-
quently, the total strain energy of the perimeter, which is equal
to the rotational strain energy, is

Up = 60kR∆ϕ2 (7)

And the change in radius ∆Rp can also be obtained as

∆Rp = 2d (sin (ϕ0 + ∆ϕ) − sinϕ0) + 2e (cos (ϕ0 + ∆ϕ) − cosϕ0)

(8)

Note that detailed derivation of these two equations and all
the others in this section is presented in supplementary material
section 2.

Subsequently, we consider the top and bottom sub-assembly.
The initial angle θ0 of the top and bottom can be determined
by substituting ϕ0 into Eq. (5). When deformed, according to
assumption (iii), the correlation defined by Eq. (5) no longer

applies. If we assume that θ0 is changed by ∆θ , the rotation of

5

all the hinges can also be determined using the kinematic model,
leading to the rotational strain energy of the top and bottom as

UR
e = 18kR(∆θ )2 + 6kR

(
arctan

√
3a + 2b sin (θ0 + ∆θ − 60◦)

3a + 2b sin (θ0 + ∆θ + 30◦)

− arctan

√
3a + 2b sin (θ0 − 60◦)

3a + 2b sin (θ0 + 30◦)

)2

(9)

And the change in radius due to rotation, ∆RR
e , is

∆RR
e =

√
3a2 + 2

√
3ab sin (θ0 + ∆θ) + b2

−

√
3a2 + 2

√
3ab sin θ0 + b2 (10)

Regarding the tensile strain energy of the top and bottom, if
e assume the change in radius due to hinge stretching is ∆RT

e ,
both the tension direction and magnitude of each hinge can be
obtained based on the principle of minimum energy, leading to
the tensile strain energy as follows

UT
e = 3kT

(
∆RT

e

)2
(11)

he total increase in radius of the top and bottom should equal
hat of the perimeter, thus

RR
e + ∆RT

e = ∆Rp (12)

We next move to the equilibrium equations of the top and
ottom. Due to symmetry, only the three individual blocks as
hown in the right image of Fig. 3(a) need to be analyzed. Each
lock is in equilibrium by the combination of tensile forces and
oments, leading to the following equation

θ =
a2kT

kR
·

b

2
√
3a

·
∆RT

e cos (θ0 + ∆θ)√
3a2 + 2

√
3ab sin (θ0 + ∆θ) + b2

(13)

Since ∆θ is related to ∆RR
e through Eq. (10), this equation also

gives a relationship of ∆RR
e and ∆RT

e . Then combining Eqs. (12)
and (13), for a given ∆Rp, we can obtain ∆RR

e and ∆RT
e , and

subsequently the strain energy of the top and bottom Ue = UR
e +

T
e .
Having solved both the perimeter and the top and bottom,

f we prescribe the initial configuration of the meta-structure
hrough ϕ0, the deformation path in terms of the relationship
etween the kinematic variable of the top and bottom θ = θ0 +

θ and the perimeter kinematic variable ϕ = ϕ0 + ∆ϕ, the
train energy of the sub-assemblies, as well as the force of the
eta-structure, can be readily worked out analytically.
To validate the mechanics model, we constructed two physical

pecimens and performed quasi-static axial compression tests.
pecimen I with compatible–incompatible–compatible transition
ad a = b = c = d = e = 15 mm and ϕ0 = 73.59◦, whereas
pecimen II that was compatible throughout had identical geo-
etric parameters except for d = 12 mm and ϕ0 = 52.83◦. The

specimens were 3D printed by a Stratasys J55 machine using two
types of materials, a mixture of Agilus and Veropurewhite for the
soft hinges, and pure Veropurewhite for the stiff blocks. More-
over, cavities were introduced in the blocks to reduce weight. The
material properties of the hinges were obtained through tensile
experiments, and the hinge rotational stiffness and tensile stiff-
ness were calculated as 0.80 N·mm and 4.29 N/mm, respectively.
Moreover, it was verified that the rotation-stretching coupling
effect could be neglected for the hinges of the physical specimens,
and no hinge would go into plasticity during deformation. The de-
tailed experimental setup is presented in supplementary material
section 3.
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Fig. 3. (a) Force analysis model of the top and bottom sub-assemblies, (b) deformation process of specimen I with incompatible–incompatible–compatible transition,
c) theoretical and experimental angle ϕ versus displacement curves of the two specimens, (d) theoretical and experimental force versus displacement curves of the
wo specimens.
The deformation process of specimen I is shown in Fig. 3(b)
as a representative of the physical specimens. The angle ϕ and
orce of both specimens are respectively drawn in Fig. 3(c) and
d) together with the theoretical data. As predicted by the theory,
pecimen I shows a clear bistable behavior, whereas specimen
I has a monotonically growing force. Moreover, the theoretical
nd experimental results match reasonably well, indicating the
echanics model is able to characterize the deformation of the
6

meta-structure. The difference between the theoretical and ex-
perimental results around the valley force of physical specimen
I was mainly attributed to the small fitting error between the
fixtures and the specimen, which prevented the load cell from
fully capturing the tension force during the snap-through of the
specimen.

The mechanics model can be used to explore a wide multi-
parameter design space so as to program the mechanical proper-
ties of the meta-structure. Fig. 4 presents the results of a series
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Fig. 4. Normalized rotational strain energy UR/kR and tensile strain energy UT/kR , angle θ , and normalized force Fa/kR versus angle ϕ curves of the meta-structures
ith (a) ratio of side lengths d/a = 0.8, 1, 1.1 under same normalized tensile to rotational stiffness ratio a2kT/kR = 103 and initial energy-free configuration ϕ0 = 89◦

r the largest possible ϕ0 below 89◦ , (b) normalized tensile to rotational stiffness ratio a2kT/kR = 106 , 103 , 1 under the same ratio of side lengths d/a = 1 and initial
nergy-free configuration ϕ0 = 89◦ , (c) initial energy-free configuration ϕ0 = 89◦ , 75◦ , 60◦ under the same ratio of side lengths d/a = 1 and normalized tensile to
otational stiffness ratio a2kT/kR = 103 . Note that all the meta-structures have identical geometric parameters b/a = e/a = 1.
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f meta-structures which have identical geometric parameters
/a = e/a = 1 but systematically changed side length ra-
io d/a, normalized tensile to rotational stiffness ratio a2kT/kR,
nd initial energy-free configuration ϕ0. First of all, it has been
ound out from the kinematic analysis that by reducing b/a and
increasing d/a or e/a, the meta-structure will be changed from be-
ing always compatible to compatible–incompatible–compatible
transition with growing incompatibility ratio ∆Rmax. Here the
effect of incompatibility is exemplified by three models shown in
Fig. 4(a) with varying d/a as 0.8, 1, 1.1. Considering that ϕ0 = 90◦

corresponds to a dead center of the Sarrus mechanisms in the
perimeter which requires an infinitely large axial force to deform,
we set the initial configuration as ϕ0 = 89◦ or the largest possible
ϕ0 below 89◦. Moreover, the normalized stiffness ratio a2kT/kR
is set to 1000 similar to that for the physical specimens. The
normalized total rotational strain energy UR/kR and total tensile
strain energy UT/kR of the meta-structure are drawn against
angle ϕ in the left subfigure of Fig. 4(a), while angle θ in the
middle, and normalized axial force Fa/kR in the right. It can be
seen from the energy curve that when d/a = 0.8 (see the orange
line in the left subfigure of Fig. 4(a)), since the meta-structure is
always compatible, the total strain energy comes predominantly
from hinge rotation whereas the contribution from hinge tension
is negligible. As a result, the deformation path as manifested
by the θ versus ϕ curve almost coincides with the kinematic
7

path (see the orange lines in the middle subfigure of Fig. 4(a)).
n addition, the force is very low and shows no bistability (see
he orange lines in the right subfigure of Fig. 4(a)). Thus the
eta-structure deforms in a mechanism mode throughout. When
/a reaches 1 which corresponds to a compatible–incompatible–
ompatible transition, rotational strain energy still dominates in
he compatible ranges (see the blue lines in the left subfigure of
ig. 4(a)). In the incompatible range, a considerable increase in
ensile strain energy appears. Comparing the deformation path
nd the kinematic path, it is interesting to notice that the kine-
atic path predicts that θ first increases to 90◦ to achieve the

argest radius through hinge rotation only and then keeps that
ngle, causing a clear transition point from compatibility to in-
ompatibility (see the dashed blue line in the middle subfigure
f Fig. 4(a)). In reality, however, the meta-structure follows a
mooth path below the kinematic one (see the solid blue line
n the middle subfigure of Fig. 4(a)). This is because when the
eta-structure is close to the transition point, the top and bottom
re more easily expanded through combined hinge rotation and
ension, and thus bypass the transition point. Regarding force, the
eta-structure shows a remarkable snap-through in the incom-
atible range, which is a structure mode rather than a mechanism
ode (see the blue line in the right subfigure of Fig. 4(a)). By

urther increasing in d/a to 1.1, phenomena similar to the case
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A

o

f d/a = 1 are observed, but the bistability becomes more promi-
ent since ∆Rmax is increased. Moreover, since the force in the
ompatible ranges is much lower than that in the incompatible
ange, the meta-structure can practically be considered to have
wo finite quasi-stable regions, instead of two stable states as
or conventional bistable structures, thus greatly extending its
eformability and reconfigurability. Also due to the compatibility
ransition, the meta-structure shows a sharply different stiffness
t different stages of deformation.
The normalized tensile to rotational stiffness ratio also influ-

nces the behavior of the meta-structure. Fig. 4(b) shows the
esults of three models with d/a = 1, ϕ0 = 89◦, and a2kT/kR
being 106, 103, and 1. Note that since the strain energy and
force associated with a2kT/kR = 106 are orders of magnitude
arger than those of the other two ratios, the strain energy is
ivided by 200 and the force by 1000 so that all the curves
an be presented in the same figure. It can be seen from the
esults that when a2kT/kR = 106, the rotational stiffness is so
mall that the hinges can be treated as ideal revolute joints.
nd thus the meta-structure behaves almost exactly likes an
deal mechanism following a kinematic path. When it enters the
ncompatible ranges, the total energy is dominated by that from
inge stretching, and the meta-structure shows a typical bistable
ehavior. When a2kT/kR = 1, it becomes much easier for the
inge to stretch than to rotate. Then the behavior of the meta-
tructure approaches the other extrema, i.e., the top and bottom
end to stretch rather than rotate the hinges to maintain the
ame radius with the perimeter, regardless of whether the meta-
tructure is compatible or not. For this reason, it can be seen
rom the middle subfigure of Fig. 4(b) that the angle θ of top
nd bottom is almost unchanged, indicating that the deformation
ath of the meta-structure deviates far from the kinematic path.
n addition, since the total tensile strain energy is negligible in
omparison with the rotational strain energy, the meta-structure
oses bistability. Finally, when the ratio of tensile to rotational
tiffness is in between, the contributions from hinge rotation and
tretching are comparable, leading to a more balanced response
f the meta-structure, where the deformation path is still dictated
y the kinematic path but the transition between compatible and
ncompatible ranges becomes smooth, and the bistable behavior
s still preserved.

Finally, it is worth pointing out that for meta-structures with
dentical geometric and stiffness parameters, selection of initial
nergy-free configuration will also affect the deformation path
nd mechanical properties. This is manifested by three models
ith identical d/a = 1 and a2kT/kR = 103 but different ϕ0: the
pper bound 89◦, an intermediate value 75◦, and the lower bound
0◦. It can be seen that the smaller the ϕ0, the closer the real
eformation path to the kinematic path (see the middle subfigure
f Fig. 4(c)). The bistability behavior in the incompatibility range
hich is primarily influenced by the incompatibility ratio, on the
ther hand, is not noticeably affected by the initial configuration
see the right subfigure of Fig. 4(c)).

. Discussion and conclusion

In conclusion, we have designed and analyzed a new 3D mod-
lar meta-structure composed of two planar mechanisms as the
op and bottom and a spatial one as the perimeter, all of which
ave a single degree of freedom. The base-mechanisms have
ifferent ranges of radius when they move individually. When
he radius ranges overlap, the resulting meta-structure is kine-
atically compatible and also moves like a mechanism. When

here is a difference in radius, hinge rotation alone is not possible
o maintain the connection among the base-mechanisms, and
ome sort of structural deformation, such as hinge stretching
8

rovided that the blocks are much stiffer than the hinges, has
o occur. By tuning the geometric parameters, we have achieved
compatible–incompatible–compatible transition with varying

anges and incompatibility ratios. Furthermore, we have built a
echanics model to analytically derive the strain energy, real de-

ormation path, and force for the meta-structure, which was vali-
ated through quasi-static compression experiments. The results
emonstrate that if the meta-structure is constructed with hinges
hose rotational stiffness is much smaller than tensile stiffness,
hen in the compatible ranges, the deformation generally fol-

ows the kinematic path, and the stiffness is very low. When
ncompatible, the hinges in the top and bottom are stretched
o accommodate the radius difference, causing a sharp rise and
rop in force. As a result, the meta-structure shows a bistable
ehavior. And unlike conventional bistable structures, the meta-
tructure has two extended quasi-stable regions rather than two
table states, since the force in the compatible ranges is negligible
n comparison with that in the incompatible range. With the
echanics model, we are able to accurately program the mechan-

cal behavior of the meta-structure by tuning the geometric and
tiffness parameters. If we tessellate identical meta-structures in
pace as seen in Fig. 1(a), the resultant metamaterial is expected
o show a bistable performance similar to an individual meta-
tructure. If, on the other hand, we keep the meta-structures
n a layer identical and introduce compatibility ratio gradient
mong layers, multi-stability is also likely to be realized since
he forces required to crush different layers are different. Further-
ore, the proposed meta-structure can be extended to a family of
tructures with different regular central polygons, among which
egular triangle, square, and hexagon allow for the tessellation
f adjacent units in a layer. Although only the hexagonal version
s studied here due to that it has a relatively large deformation
ange, more research can be conducted on the other designs of
he family and the combination of different designs to obtain
ore enriched mechanical properties. We expect the proposed
eta-structure and its tessellation could find applications in var-

ous engineering fields such as multifunctional metamaterials,
econfigurable robotics, and reusable energy absorption systems.

While the work in this paper potentially provides a new design
trategy to create modular metamaterials with a large deforma-
ion range, customizable deformation mode, and programmable
istability and stiffness transition, more work needs to be done
o further advance it to meet specific engineering requirements.
systematic way of finding pairs with similar motions from the
ast pool of planar and spatial mechanisms, as well as geometric
ptimization to generate the desired deformation, are crucial
or the construction of new multi-stable mechanisms and corre-
ponding metamaterials. Theoretical modeling of metamaterials
ith complicated or maybe nonunique deformation paths and
fficient manufacture approaches also warrant further research
n the future.
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